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SUBJECT:  Committee for the Assessment of Student Learning (CASL) 
 
The purpose of assessment at Henry Ford College is to gather information on student learning 
and development that can be used to increase student achievement. The College’s efforts to 
improve student learning through instructional or curricular and co-curricular changes are to be 
informed in part by effective assessment procedures. 
 
The committee is responsible for the coordination, supervision and communication of 
assessment activities for the purpose of improving student learning and development. The 
committee oversees all activities that relate to formal assessment of general education, 
programs and co-curricular activity outcomes at the College. 
 
Our goal is to improve student learning and development. It involves helping each faculty 
member set high standards for student learning and development (outcomes), gather, analyze 
and interpret evidence to determine how well student performance matches those expectations 
and using the results to document, explain and take action to improve student performance. 
 
Accomplishments: 2015-2016 Academic Year 
  
• The Higher Learning Commission (HLC) spring 2015 accreditation feedback report indicated 

that although we “provided evidence of an effective process for assessing student learning,” 
we needed to take action to ensure that assessment of student learning at the institutional 
level was understood by faculty and staff. To address this need, our fall 2015 Mini 
Conference entitled “Assessment: Critical Inquiry into Student Learning” introduced our 
faculty and staff to Dr. Barbara Walvoord’s 3-Step Assessment Model. This model was 
unanimously adopted by CASL Gen Ed and CASL Programs in October 2015. 

• CASL co-chairs presented the model and reported the committee’s progress to the Faculty 
Senate in February 2016. Eric Rader, Senate Chair sent the following email dated 3/15/16 to 
the CASL co-chairs: after your presentation to the Senate last month, senators unanimously 
approved the following motion, and asked that I convey it to you: 

 
“The Senate appreciates and endorses the report on progress provided by the CASL committees and 
we look forward to further updates in the near future.”  

 
• CASL Gen Ed built pilot projects using the 3-Step model (Outcomes-Evidence-Action). 

Evidence was collected during fall 2015 and winter 2016 semesters and entered into SPOL 
(Strategic Planning Online). 

• Two Gen Ed sub-committees, Computer Technology and Quantitative Literacy presented 
their action plans for improving student learning at Assessment Day, part of the Spotlight on 
Program Improvements for the Future (SPIF) on April 14. The remaining three sub-
committees are working during the spring/summer semester to finalize their action plans. 
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• CASL Programs continued to gather data, implement improvement actions and entered their 

assessment plans and results into SPOL (Strategic Planning Online). 
• The CASL committees documented the assessment process in a flow chart, developed 

forms for data collection, evidence analysis and action plan development to assist faculty.  
• The CASL committees developed and approved CASL member roles and responsibilities 

and a revised Course Application form for courses to be considered as meeting one of our 
Gen Ed outcomes. 

• HFC joined the Higher Learning Commission Assessment Academy to receive assistance 
with building an institutional culture of assessment. We intend to improve communication 
about assessment to the College community through the development of a newsletter 
(presently in draft state), implement Assessment Day (in place, April 2016) and improve the 
Program Review process. 

• In May 2015 faculty and administrators agreed that CASL should be modified to incorporate 
co-curricular assessment. 

 
Next Steps: 2016-2017 Academic Year 
 
• Gen Ed: Implement their Assessment Pilot action plans and build and begin collecting 

evidence for our Assessment Cycle 1 assessment plan. 
• Programs: Implement their assessment action plans and collect evidence for their ongoing 

assessment plan to support Program Review. 
• Co-curricular: Implement their Pilot projects. 
• CASL co-chairs: Facilitate Faculty Development workshops at the Division level. 
• CASL Sub-committee: Develop the Charge, Bylaws and Membership for one CASL with 

representation supporting General Education, Programs and Co-Curricular assessment. 
• Gen Ed, Programs and Co-curricular: Implement actions to support the spring 2019 

Higher Learning Commission (HLC) Accreditation visit. 
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